
BHPBilliton’s Mining Area C gets 
Increased Operational Efficiency 
and Lowers Peak Demand with 
Metro Power’s Load Forecasting 

The Organisation
BHP Billiton (BHPBIO) is an Anglo-Australian multinational mining, metals and 
petroleum company headquartered in Melbourne, Australia. It is the world’s 
largest mining company measured by 2013 revenues and Australia’s largest 
company, by revenue. 

The Pilot Project
The Mining Area C operation is an iron ore mine located in the Pilbara region 
of Western Australia, 92 kilometres west-north-west of Newman. The mine is 
majority-owned and operated by BHP Billiton, and is one of many iron ore mines 
the company operates in the Pilbara.

In addition to ore processing facilities, Area C mine includes a residential camp 
(‘Village’) for the mine staff, contractors and visitors. The mine camp consists of 
1,411 accommodation rooms. The mine is managed on the basis of 24 hours a day, 
365 days of the year operation.  In 2011, there were 650 staff employees at the 
mine capable of processing over 45 million tonnes of ore.

In September 2009, BHP Billiton engaged Metro Power Company to undertake a 
Load Management Pilot Project of the entire Mining Area C iron ore operation to 
evaluate if an expanded system may be suitable to manage the electrical loads 
of the entire inland electricity network and mining infrastructure of the Pilbara. 

Mine Area C and Pilbara Location

FAST FACTS

Industry   > Mining

Location   > Pilbara Region, 
  Western Australia

Outcomes   > Over 1,474 periods of  
  efficiency improvement,  
  saving over 1778 MWh in  
  electricity per year
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The Audit
Metro Power starts every project by performing an audit, 
analysing the situation and looking for potential avenues 
to improve energy use efficiency and reduce costs while 
maintaining or improving production levels.

Delivery of the Load Management Pilot Project required 
Metro Power analysts and engineers to improve their level of 
understanding of the customer’s: 

• business drivers, 
• energy use,
• obligations with regards to productivity, and 
• obligations with regards to safety. 

The scoping assessment during Project Initiation confirmed that 
a significant portion of the infrastructure and control systems in 
place could be used to provide the primary data feeds. BHPBIO 
Standard Specifications used to design and construct their 
others mines confirmed that the systems deployed in the pilot 
project could be rapidly scaled across the remaining assets 
should the outcomes be beneficial.

The Electricity Network & Supply Situation
Electrical power is supplied to the Whaleback Mine Site and 
Newman Township from an Alinta gas-fired power station 
located directly north of the Newman operations.  
An interconnected transmission system supplies power from 
Newman to the BHPBIO satellite mining sites at Area C  
and Yandi. 

To ensure the power station generators are not subject to 
overloading when significant load is added to the system, an 
existing Network Management scheme is in place to control the 
application of load during plant start up at any one of BHPBIO’s 
Pilbara mining sites. An existing Under Frequency Load 

Shedding (UFLS) scheme was also in place across all BHPBIO 
mining sites to automatically trip (shed) load in the event of a 
shortfall in generation below load demand.

The Shortfalls of The Existing System
The present electrical load scheduling, network capacity 
management and forecasts provided little insight for 
commercial teams to procure wholesale natural gas on the best 
terms. Should the generation capacity or fuel availability suffer 
an interruption, the mine sites and other load areas would have 
little or no ability to actively manage or plan their activity in 
response the constraint.

Operations had no platform to gather live broad-area situational 
awareness and no accurate forecasts to identify potential 
electricity network constraints ahead of time. This left Site 
Managers with little opportunity to employ varying methods of 
Peak Demand Management.

Implementing Simple Reporting
Customised online reporting was created to meet the 
requirements of BHPB Principle Advisor, Power & Water. 
An initial set of prototypes were developed to engage site 
operations stakeholders until rail status data was made 
available to the system. These reports were further customised 
into a visually appealing dashboard; interactive graphs, league 
charts and pie charts with the ability to filter information based 
on date range, time scales, per site, per meter, by energy use 
category and other details. Extensive information is available 
simply by ‘hovering’ the mouse above a part of any graph, line or 
table. For more detailed information, drill downs were enabled 
on most charts.

Hundreds of thousands of data records from sensors showed 
Mining Area C had an electrical median demand of 9,672kW with 
a peak maximum demand of 16,992kW.
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Key Findings: Optimising Downtime
Throughout a 6 month period of analysis, many opportunities 
were identified. A key finding was process production assets 
continued to run for lengthy periods without any ore to 
process. The automated analytics identified shift change, 
lunch, morning tea and meeting periods as times of lost 
production and energy waste where the feed is reduced or kept 
off during the period. The data indicated that each of these 
500 plus occurrences wasted between 100kWh and 1000kWh 
of electricity and contributed to a pool of over 475,000 tonnes 
of lost production. On top of this, major collections of Ore 
Handling Plant assets ran for over 116 hours without feed. The 
product export systems to the trains, including reclaimers, 
conveyors and drives ran empty for over 129 hours. 

Over a period of 5 months, slight changes in control system 
programming as recommended by the E2M system could have 
resulted in over 1,474 periods of efficiency improvement saving 
over 1778 MWh in electricity per year.

Load Forecasting (Prediction) System
During the course of the Load Management Pilot Project, the 
consumption forecast has been limited to a 90 hour rolling 
window relative to the Pilbara Train Status scheduling. The 
green line represents the actual hourly kW Demand of the Area 
C site, and the green dotted line represents the hourly forecast.
 
Forecasting the near-future (‘now-casting’) would be high 
in error if static models from previous months or years were 
used. Unlike tracking the operational effectiveness of the site, 
forecasting requires the models to continuously update, and 
learn the current conditions that are characteristic of why energy 
is consumed on the site. 

Actual vs Forecasted Kw Demand
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Operationalizing Predictive Analytics
By meshing private environmental forecasting data with site 
production and maintenance data, Metro Power’s Energy 
and Emission Management (E2M®) predictive analytics 
platform learns energy use patterns and predicts energy 
demand ahead of time. The energy forecasts, along with 
automated notifications, allow mine site management to 
adjust production and maintenance schedules to steer energy 
use around peak demand electricity charges and participate in 
demand reduction schemes.

This Load Management Pilot Project sought to predict when 
significant loads were going to be added or removed from 
the system to avoid excessive growth and/or run-time of 
peak-generating assets while providing each Operations Site 
Manager with broad-area situational awareness regarding 
operating constraints, efficiency and production.

The Outcome
Interfaces were developed to enable an automated means of 
determining an ‘optimised’ process plant production schedule 
(up to 7 days ahead). A hybrid Demand Limiting and Shifting 
model was implemented to meet pre-determined plant 
production targets while limiting site electricity demand. 

The full-scale pilot test was first undertaken over 2 years (2009-2011) at 
the Pilbara Mining Area C to determine whether the accuracy of the  
system was likely to achieve desired outcomes. The results of the pilot  
test and discussions with key stakeholders showed significant benefits 
were likely to be realized if E2M was adopted across the Pilbara 
operations.

In 2013, Metro Power Company was engaged to rollout  E2M as ‘Energy  
to Mines’ across the entire Pilbara with full BHPB IM Global Approvals.  
The full system provides  decision support to achieve optimized:

• Management of network supply reliability (outages) 
• Natural Gas Procurement forecasts 
• Management of top 3% Peak Demand 
• Management of network constraints (load) 
• Reduction in Administration 
• Efficiency, Fault Detection & Productivity

The BHPB IO sites include Yandi, MAC, Eastern Ridge (OB’s), Mt 
Whaleback, Jimblebar and other loads (including the town of Newman). 
Together, these sites peak at approximately 126MW. E2M provides 
business managers with an online, real-time snapshot of their end-to-
end KPIs, an understanding of energy costs and a means to plan ahead. 
It allows management to become efficient and introduces flexibility 
around energy constraints to manage demand.
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